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L.B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas
R78-1
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FOREWORD
This report is divided into three volumes. Volume 1 is the body of the report,
Volume Z contains Appendices A through X, and Volume 3 contains Appendices
3 through L.
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APPENDIX B
GEAR DESIGN DATA










































GEAR	 DIMENSIONS 40, 414,675 f	 RM K	 DAZE I0/25/74
^!	 }-
^G(Co 1^2C1 i-o 1^+1 G S
G,	
- PINION GEAR
OUTSIDE	 DIA M ETER	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 1.407" 4.522"
PITCH	 APEX	 i0	 CROWN	 •	 •	 •	 r	 2.2:2" 0.5i4"
P14I04 GEAR MEAN	 CIRCUL A R	 THICKNESS	 .	 •	 0.12.1" 0.078"
N UWBER	 OF	 TEETH	 ,	 ;	 •	 •	 • 16 60 OUTER	 4nR4AL	 TO R	LAND
	 •	 .	 0,033" 0,056"
B ART
	 NU43E9	 •	 •	 •	 •	 r MEAN	 NORMAL	 TOP	 LAND	 ,	 •	 • .	 0.044" 0.059"3IA 4 ET4AL	 D ITCH	 .	 ,	 .	 .	 .	 . 13.333 TVNER
	 NnW4AL	 TOP	 LANU




	 .	 .	 .	 .	 •	 .	 .	 .	 . 0.600" 0.6011" PITCH	 A NGLE
	 •	 •	 •	 • .	 100	 5604 750	 4mP RE55URE
	




3F	 BL ANK	 .	 .	 .	 , 190	 33M 780	 TMSHAFT
	
AN GLE	 ..	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 90D	 oM ROOT
	
AN GLE	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 •	 .	 ,	 , 1ID	 53m 70D
	
7iW
T R A NSVERSE
	
CONTACT	 RATIO
	 . 1,318 DEDF.NDUM
	
ANGLE





	 .	 .	 .	 . D.n07 OUTER	 SPIRAL	 A NGLE	 .	 •	 •	 • 5D 22M4U31riE7
	
C9VTACT	 RAT 10
	 •	 .	 . I.II tv HEAN	 SPINAL	 AN GLE	 .	 .	 •	 • OD	 DM
'IUTER	 C34.	 315TAVCE
	 .	 .	 . 2.379" INNFR
	 SPIRAL	 AN GLE	 .	 .	 .	 •	 . -	 6D	 144
M EAN	 CO N E	 DIST44CE
	 .	 •	 .	 • 2.029" HAND	 OF	 SPIRAL
	 .	 •	 •	 . L 	 P 
FI T C'`	 7lA M ETE4	 .	 .	
.	 •	 r	 •	 • 1,200* 4,50:1" DRIVING	 MFM9E R	,	 ,	 .	 •	 . PIN
CI R CJL A4	PITCa	 •	 .	 •	 .	 •	 .	 . 0.936" DTRECTInN	 )F	 ROTATION-D R IVER	 REV
K OR<ING	 DE P TH	 .	 .	 ,	 ,	 ,	 .	 . 0,150" DUTFH	 NnRYAL	 HACKLASH
	 .	 .	 . MIN	 0,002"	 MAX 0.004"
"MILE
	
DE P TH	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ,	 . 0.166" 0.166" TOOTH	 TAPER	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . DPLX
CLE4'iA4CE
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . o.n16^ 0,016" CUTTING	 MET H OD	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . SB4D)E4004	 .	 ,	 .	 .	 .	 ,	 ,	 . O.10T" 0, Da 3" GFAR	 TYPE
	 . GEMERATEDDE )i-435 ,4	 .	 .	 .	 ,	 .	 .	 .	 •	 .	 • O.n59" 0.123" ^OF	 • DISTFACE	 IN	 PERCENT	 CONE 25.0-6
THEURETICAL	 CUTTER	 RADIUS GEOMETRY	 FACTOR-STRENGTH-J 0,1".62 0.16 .11CUTTER	 44)TUS	 .	 .	 .	 , 3,000- STRENGTH	 FACTOR-0 1n4.116 11.6A6CA;C.
	
GE A R	 FINISH,	 pT,	 ,.I Din 0.053" SIZE	 F A CTO R	-	 KS	 .	 .	 ,	 ,	 .	 . 0,523GEAR
	 F141SHIN:	 P314T
	 WIDTH	 . 0.055" FACTOR	 •	 .	 .	 •	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . KI	 1.5169
4 0J3HIN5	 POINT	 k10TH	 ,	 .	 .	 . O,n45" D,n55" STRENGTH	 BALANCE
	 DESI Q EO	 . STRS
UJTER
	 SLOT	 KITH	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 0.n49" 0,055" STRENGTH	 RALA N CF	 OBTAINED	 . TPLO 0.1n04E4N
	 SLJT
	 OIDTH	 ,	 ,	 .	 .	 . 0.n49" 0,055" GEOMETRY	 FACTIIR-DURABILITY-I n•0597
INVER	 Sj.OT	 MIRTH
	 .	 .	 .	 . 0,n46" 0,055" DUNAdIL1TY	 EACTnR-Z	 .	 •	 . i7-08,63 9n93,06
r l 4 lSH1V.,	 C;ITTYR	 RLAOE
	 P01 H T O,n3n- D.03U" GEOMETRY	 EA CT n,1-SCO R I N G-G
	 •+ O.n09598513Ct
	 A LL711A .N CE	 •	 .	 •	 •	 .	 • O.nOI" 10.000" SCn4iNG
	 FACTOR	 -	 X	 .	 .	 .	 • I'-015F




	 •	 .	 •	 • 0,600" 0,6n0"
MAX,	 R A 31JS-MUTILATInN	 .	 ,	 . o,n44- 0,059" PROFILE
	 SLI?ING	 FACTOR	 . O,DO159 0.00264
MAX,	 R4)TUS-14TERF£RFNLE
	 .	 . 0.IIM" 0,040" RATIO
	 Or	 INVOLUTE/OUTER	 CONE 2,019
CUTTER
	 E3.E
	 4A'11US	 •	 •	 .	 .	 . O.n10" 0.1110"
CA;C.
	 CJTTE{	 4044ER
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APPENDIX C
NASA STATEMENT OF WORK
For convenient reference, relevant portions of the NASA Statement of Work





The objectives of this Staten^ pent of Work `SCW) are as faTlcws:
a. Conduct a thorough test and evaluation program of the
redundant, four-channel, eTectmnewhanical actuator
developed under NASA Contract NAS 9-14331.
b. Perform additional anaylsis and measurement tasks to resolve
possible application problems.
c. fully document the actuator design, test and evaluation
results and related analysis to be performed.
	
2.0	 END ITEMS
`rhe end items of this contractual effort shall be as f.11ows:
a. EMA completed to a four-charnel configuration, and associated
f hardware.
b.	 Test equipment and instr=entaticn residual from NAS 9-14331
or procured under the temns of this contractual effn-rt.
c.	 Coded progran tapes or computer card decks, listings,
( descriptions, and users instructions for those analytical
! models developed and used by the contractor under the terms
of this contractual effort.




The following defined tasks shall be completed under this SOW:
3.1	 DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND MAINTENANCE
3.1.1	 ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATOR (EMA)
f
The contractor shall perform those tasks necessary to complete the
fabrication of the EMA to a full 	 four-channel	 configuration in
accordance with the current design base plus any modification(s)
required to complete the design verification tests delineated
herein under SOW paragraph 3.3. 	 The current design base is
represented by the latest design status achieved under NASA
Contract NAS 9-14331.	 The contractor shall perform normal
maintenance and repair of the EMA as necessary to enable the
accomplishment of all
	
SOW tasks, within the limitations of the
NASA--furnished test stand,	 the EMA, and as x-iated equipment,
i.x





3.1.2	 TEST EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION
The contractor shall perform all test equipment and instrumentation
design and fabrication tasks as necessary to satisfy the test
objectives of this SOW. The contractor shall maintain and repair
,.	 all such equipment as necessary to complete the test objectives of
this SOW.
3.1.3	 NASA E11A TEST STAND
The contractor shall provide for modification to and maintenance
and repair of the NASA furnished test stand as necessary to
complete the test objectives of this SOW.
{.-	 3.2	 ANALYSIS
3.2.1	 EMA ANALYTICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The contractor shall perform those tasks necessary to develop
analytical models of the EMA system and its simulated loads.
Modeling shall include all major blocks such as the current
source, power conditioner, motor, gearbox, tachometer, rotor
position sensor, position sensor, and control electronics.
System models shall be provided for analyzing steady state
and transient conditions under various load conditions,
linearized frequency response characteristics, and all major
i	 nonlinear effects such as hysteresis, torque limiting, and
velocity limiting. The contractor shall establish the validity
of the analytical models by establishing the correlation of
analyticai results with hardware test results (DVT, develop-
ment, etc.) resolving any significant differences in steady
state and/or transient performance.
The contractor shal l utilize analytical results and hardware
test results as necessary to optimize EMA systems gains and
compensation to achieve the best possible system performance.
3.2.2	 POWER SWITCH EVALUATION
The contractor shall analyze and evaluate the operating modes
of all power components to establish their design margins.
Actual measurements of the transient voltage and current
profiles shall be made for all switch components in all opera-
Ling modes. The compatibility of the electrical dynamics of
the switch with the component ratings shall be explained. When
inadequacies are found in the present designs, recommendations
shall be made regarding methods to be used to provide safe
operating regimes for all power components. Critical analysis
:- and ;or experiments shall be conducted where feasible, to verify






The contractor shall also provide an alternate design approach to
the present power switching mechanization which would permit
switch components to operate at low stress levels. 	 A pre-
liminary design and anaylsis of this approach shall 	 be accomp-
lished and documented.
The contractor shall submit a task plan for approval by the HASA
technical monitor at least 30 days prior to start of this effort.
The task plan shall be prepared to the requirements of DRL
Item No.	 3.
3.2.3	 POWER ELECTRONICS BREADBOARL
'. The contractor shall perform the following work relative to the
power electronics:
a.	 The contractor shall	 establish power switching require-
ments for the power components when driving the rotor in each of
4 quadrants as required in figures L, 2, and 3.
o.	 The contractor shall 	 identify worst case operating
conditions for the power component.
c.	 The contractor shall	 identify and specify mini..um power
component characteristics required foe safe (reliable) operations
I
under worst case conditions.
d.	 The contractor shall evaluate the eha&scteris-tics of
available power components (trar^sisto_s, etc. ) aga-inst required
characteristics and established design margins and identify those
cases where the ratings of preseatly available components are
equal to or exceed said requirements and margins.	 The contractor
shall evaluate components from two or more sup pliers.	 The coaa-
tractor shall evaluate theNASA` f=i=shed power trennsistor
(currently being developed by Westinghouse .under the terms of
Contract NAS 3-18916) and should consider the Fewer Tech Trsmsistor
PT
-3523.
e.	 The contractor 0-all test the NASA-furnished power
transistor and shall procure samples of power components with
specifications adequate for the established requirments and de-
sign wa gi.nn.	 The contractor shall test these components in cir-
cuitry which duplicates worst case condition:; as determined in
3.2.3.b.	 The contractor shall establish power component design
margins under, these conditions.	 The contractor shall determine
those power transistor parameters most critical to the identified
switching requirements. 	 The contractor ;,ball recommend preferred
power trranaintor parameters for each power switching application.
f. The contractor ahall recommend a preforred power elec-
tronica design. The recommended design shall be submitted to the
NASA teclnical monitor for roview and approval. rower components
detormitscd to bo moot promising Prom 3.2.3.d slid 3.2.3.6 shall be





The contractor shall fabricate the approved power electronics
-	 design. The contractor shall conduct tests of the power elec-
tronics against those design margins determined to be adequate
in 3.2.3•e above.	 If, in the ,judgment of the contractor, it
is not feasible to achieve adequate design and/or performance
margins on the component and system levels, the contractor shall
identify and analyze componert and/or design inadequacies and
recommend alternate components and/or design approaches that
provide adequate design margins.
^Y
The contractor shall submit a task plan for approval of the
NASA technical monitor at least 30 days prior to start of this
effort. The task plan shall be prepared to the requirements of
DRL Item No. 3.
The contractor shall submit a re port on the evaluation,
test and breadboard performance of the power components.




The contractor shall provide interim results of all analysis
tasks to the NASA technical monitor on an informal basis. The
contractor shall thoroughly document all analyses in a final
report.
3.3	 DESIGN VERIFICATION TEST
3.3.1	 GENERAL.
j	 The contractor shall subject the EMA to design verification
tests in accordance with this section to demonstrate compli-
ance. with this Statement of Work.
!.	 3.3.2	 ELECTRICAL POWER
The contractor shall provide the electrical power for these tests
at a nominal 270 vdc voltage level.
3.3.3	 TEST EQUIPMENT
i3.3.3.1	 NASA EMA TEST STAND
^-	 The contractor shall utilize the NASA EMA test stand to load the
t	 EMA within the design limits of the test stand. The contractor
shall measure the clevis arm displacement from the neutral (no
load) position.
3.3.3.2
	 DELTA TEST EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION
The contractor shall determine test equipment and instrumentation







are necessary to accomplish the test objectives of this SOW.
b Instrumentation shall 	 include gearbox torque transducers. 	 The
contractor shall consider the need for position transducers to
measure for load deflection, temperature sensors, and power
measurement instrumentation.	 The contractor shall	 provide all
acquisition and installation of additionally required test
equipment and instrumentation.
3.3.4	 PERFORMANCE TESTS
Many of the E14A performance requirements given in this section
are expressed in terms of percentage levels based on 55 degrees
full-stroke displacement of the output rotary actuator(s) for all
combinations of two motors operating.	 The displacement levels
t are expressed in terms of ' FT (full	 travel).	 Hereinafter,	 100'
FT shall represent the 55 degrees of full-stroke displacement.
Tht contractor shall evaluate all of the actuator performance or
design specifications defined in the SOW for NAS 9-14331 as
applicable against the design baseline established in section 3.1.1.
As a minimum, the contractor shall test to or against all specifi-
cations identified in subsequent paragraphs of this section. It
is recognized that this is a test program and that all speci-
fications represent design goals only. Where specifications
include "all combinations of any two channels," detailed test
of any two channels substantiative as typical isaccepts e.
	
3.3.4.1	 OUTPUT STROKE
With any single or combination of any two channels operating,
the EMA shall be capable of positioning the output over the
entire stroke; i.e., 55 degrees (x-15, -40 degrees).
	
3.3.4.2	 OUTPUT VELOCITY
For all combinations of any two channels operating at no load,
the EMA shall provide maximum open loop (open position loop only)
.`.	 velocity of 21 degrees/second. Minimum velocity requirements
under loaded conditions are specified in figure 1.
~	 3.3.4.3	 OUTPUT TORQUE
The EMA, for all combinations of any two channels operating
together in either direction of rotation, shall be capable of
the dynamic response as specified in figure 1.
	
3.3.4.4	 DISPLACEMENT LINEARITY
For all combinations of any two channels operating, displacement
linearity, defined as the relationship between the input position
command signal and the output position as measured by the output






For all combinations of any two channels operating at no load,
threshold, defined as the largest sinusoidal	 input amplitude
' that may be applied at 0.01	 Hz without producing output motion,
shall not exceed 0.05% FT of the input signal 	 required to achieve
100% FT.
3.3.4.6 POSITION NULL
Wi th the input signal	 at zero, for all	 combinations of any two
channels operating at no load and the position offset controls
set at zero, the output position of the EMA measured from its
neutral	 position shall	 not exceed 0.5% Fr. 	 The position offset
control of any channel	 shall	 be capable of displacing the neutral
position of the output clevis an amount equivalent to +50. FT.
3.3.4.7 HYSTERESIS
For all combinations of any two channels operating, hysteresis,
defined as the maximum difference between output positions
obtained when traveling clockwise then counterclockwise during
a 0.01	 Hz sinusoidal	 input with an amplitude of 50% FT, shall
_ not exceed 0.05% FT.
3.3.4.8 CROSS-CHANNEL VELOCITY TRACKING
The steady-state angular velocity difference between any combi-
nation of motors rperating shall 	 not exceed 3% of maximum motor
velocity, for any command signal within the operating range
applied equally to all	 channels.
f 3.3.4.9 FREQUENCY RESPONSE
The EMA, for all combinations of two channels operating, shall
be tested closed loop to demonstrate compliance with figure 2.
The input amplitude shall 	 theoretically give +0.5% FT at 0.1	 Hz.
The amplitude ratio, output peak-to- p eak displacement achieved
divided by 1% FT, expressed in decibels and phase shift, expressed
in degrees, shall	 fall within the envelope shown in figure 2.
i
3.3.4.10	 STEP RESPONSE
Tests, for all combinations of two channels operating, shall be




3.3.4.	 MOTOR11	  BRAKE
Each brake shall brake a de-energized motor from full speed to
zero speed while holding against that torque required to drive
the maximum load. No electrical power shall be rquired to engage
the brake (brake motor).
'	 3.3.4.12	 CHATTER AND INSTABILITY
The EMA shall operate smoothy without instability excessive
chatter or excessive noise under all conditions specified herein.
Limit cycling--for any channel under no load and steady-state
command conditions shall exceed 0.055 degrees peak-to-peak.
e	 3.3.4.13	 VELOCITY GAIN TEST
The contractor shall perform tests to determine no-load, open
position-loop velocity gain characteristics for each channel
separately and for all combinations of any two channels.
3.3.4.14	 TORQUE GAIN TEST
The contractor shall perform tests to determine open-position-loop
torque gain characteristics for each channel separately and for
all combinations of any two channels.
3.3.5	 TEST PLAN
E	 The contractor shall submit a detailed test plan for approval by
the NASA technical monitor at least 30 days prior to the start of
testing. The test plan shall be prepared to the requirements of




The contractor shall support formal reviews. These reviews shall
be chaired by NASA JSC, and the contractor shall prepare and make
available to the attendees all documentation necessary to accomplish
the objective of the review. One (1) review shall be conducted at
the Johnson Space Center; two (2) reviews shall be conducted at
the contractor's facility at Goleta, California.
4.2	 DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
The contractor shall furnish all data items identified 5nd described
R	








shall be prepared in accordance with the DRD (data requirements
descrintion), NASA Form 9, and JSC Form 2341, attached to the DRL
and referenced on the DRL for each line of data specified thereon.
Where practical, the contractor's own internal documents shall be
utilized to meet and/or supplement the requirements specified in
the applicable DRD. Internal documents need not be retyped or
reprinted prior to submission.
Attachment 1 is a completed DRL with associated DRD's applicable
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For convenient reference, the Operations Manual for the Electromechanical
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the planetary gear reducers. This assembly also has terminals fo3
receptacle for a compressed air hose, an air filter, and a manifolc
distribute cooling air to the four EMA motors. Torque transducer:
the torques transmitted by the differential gearbox output shaft, an(




The electromechanical actuator (EMA) system consists of an electronics rack (figure 1), a
test stand assembly (figure 2), and interconnecting power and signal cables. The elec-
tronics rack houses the power electronics (which control the motor and brake currents), the
low-level control circuitry, and the necessary power supplies, contactors, relays, controis,
displays and other related equipment used to power and control the actuator. Electrical
power (both 115 Vac and 270 Vdc) is supplied to the electronics rack.
The test stand assembly includes the four EMA motors, the differential gearbox which sums
the output velocities of the motors, planetary gear reducers which are driven by the differ-
ential gearbox output shaft, load springs, and the linkages which connect the load springs to
i,p 'S
IF
Figure 1. Electronics Rack




Figure 2. Test Stand Assembly
3
SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
All persons operating or working in the vicinity of the EMA should be well-acquainted with
the hazards associated with high power electronic and mechanical equipment. The voltages
and currents are large and potentially dangerous. The load springs and battery store large
amounts of energy and are also very hazardous.
All reasonable precautions should be taken in setting up facilities for the EMA. Persons not
familiar with the equipment should be prevented from entering dangerous areas. Adequate
	
'	 grounding, fused circuits and high-voltage matting should be provided. The batteries which
furnish the nominal 270 Vdc power should be adequately ventilated and protected from acci-
dental shorts. Cabling should be protected, and necessary fencing or other constraints
should be used to keep personnel away from dangerous voltages, rotating equipment, springs
	
3	 or batteries. Warning signs should be provided for all dangerous areas. No one should work
on this equipment alone. Personnel who work on the equipment should be very familiar with
the life-saving techniques (such as mouth-to-mouth resuscitation) which may be required for
	
R	 electrical shock victims.
Battery servicing and maintenance (including filling and charging) should be accomplished by
experienced personnel in accordance with the battery manufacturer's recommendations.
Clear access to power switchgear, fire extinguishers and exits should be maintained at all
times. Test equipment, work tables or other similar equipment should be placed in locations
which do not interfere with equipment operation nor limit access to exits or safety-related
equipment.
Whenever it is necessary for personnel to be close to the power electronics or load stand,
all input power to the EMA should be disconnected. In addition, the energy storage capac-
itors should be discharged. Bleed resistors automatically provide for capacitor discharge,
	
I	 but require several minutes to reach safe voltage levels. A switch located on the upper
panel of the electronics rack (see figure 3) provides much faster capacitor discharge when
pressed. The voltmeter at the upper left corner of the Power Control Panel displays the
voltage across the energy storage capacitors. As an added precaution after removingelec-
trical power, the ac circuit breaker (located on the bottom rear panel of the electronics
rack) should be opened.
The 115 Vac power which is supplied to the equipment should be of good commercial quality,
and the battery bank should provide 270 Vdc nominally. The do voltage should never be
	
(	 allowed to exceed 325 Volts under any conditions, since higher voltages could damage the
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charger so that it cannot supply excessive voltage under any condition (including inadvertent
operation without battery bank connected to the EMA).
Although operating the EMA is very simple, it must be recognized that large amounts of
power and energy are involved, and it is therefore essential that all personnel involved in
EMA operations or maintenance use great care to make sure no unsafe conditions ever exist.
During tests, it is recommended that buffered signals (from area A of the low-level elec-
tronics drawer) be used for display or recording purposes. If direct access to other signals
j	 is necessary, it is recommended that the load springs be disconnected. In addition, the
operator should use great care to minimize the possibility of inadvertent shorts or distur-
bances that might cause excessive motor currents or other dangerous conditions. If circuit
modifications have been made, such as opening the various control loops, the load springs
should be disconnected while checking out EMA operation. Before re-connecting the load
springs, the EMA should be checked to ensure that it is operating properly. In addition it
must be at its neutral position when the load springs are re-connected; otherwise only the
limit switches on the load stand would prevent the load (clevis) arms from hitting the stand.
As part of the EMA operations, all equipment should be periodically examined for loose
parts, adequate clearances and other mechanical or electrical problems. Unusual noises












Before start-up is initiated, cooling air for the EMA motors should be turned on by opening
the cooling air control valves. It is good practice to make sure that air is flowing out of each
of the four EMA motors before turning on electrical power.
Input Command Signali
The EMA input command signal is introduced through a BNC connector (labelled Pl) located
on the rear of the power control drawer (the top drawer in the electronics rack). The signal
y	 is scaled to provide one degree of EMA load motion for each volt of input command signal.
The EMA load motion is limited to f 10 degrees, hence the input command voltage range is
± 10 volts. licwever, input signals off 20 volts will not cause any damage to the equipment.
Prior to start-up, it is good practice to set the input command at zero volts.
1
Turn-on
Ac power for the electronics equipment is brought in through a circuit breaker located at the
bottom rear of the rack. The circuit breaker switch must be on to allow EMA operation.
To initiate turn-on, the 115V AC power switch on the POWER CONTROL PANEL (figure 3)
is pressed. Logic power (and other low-level power) is turned on by pressing the LOGIC
POWER ON switch. For a few seconds after this switch is pressed, an audible alarm will
sound. This is a normal part of the start-up cycle, and indicates that the protection circuitry
is being re-set and is operational. The next switch in the start-up sequence should not be
M	 pressed until the audible alarm has stopped sounding. During normal operation the audible
alarm will sound if an overcurrent condition is detected in any motor. A momentary over-
load will cause the appropriate indicator (located on the low-level control electronics drawer)
to be illuminated. This will indicate which EMA channel has the overcurrent, and the indi-
cator will also show whether the overcurrent occurred in a motoring mode or a regenerating
mode. If the audible alarm should sound during operation, the EMA should be shut down,
and the cause of the overcurrent should be determined.
In the normal start-up sequence, after the audible alarm has stopped sounding, the rectan-
gular CONTACTOR CLOSE/OPEN switch is pressed. This causes 270 We to be applied to
the system. The battery voltage (as it appears across the energy storage capacitors) will
^..	 be displayed on the voltmeter located on the upper left section of the POWER CONTROL
PANEL.
If the do supply voltage is satisfactory (approximately 270 Vdc), the channels which are to




at the left end of the front panel on the low-1,vel electronics drawer) in the appropriate posi-
tion. Normally, two channels will be in the active mode, and two will be in the standby mode.
Drive power for the motors is initiated by pressing the SWITCH DRIVERS ON switch (located
on the POWER CONTROL PANEL). The EMA is then ready for operation and will respond
Y	 C









	F t	 After the start-up sequence has been completed, the input signal may be varied to cause the
EMA to drive its load. It is recommended that the system to be shut down if any circuit
	
Y D
	 changes are to be made or if the load springs are to be connected (or disconnected).
{ r If tests on the low-level circuits are to be made, it is not necessary (nor desirable) to go
through the entire start-up sequence. After the logic power has been turned on, the low-
level circuits can be operated without requiring any additional steps in the start-up sequence.
	
I	 If the overcurrent sensor should ever be activated during EMA operations, the audible alarm
will sound and the appropriate indicator will be illuminated. if this should occur, it is










When the system is to be shut down, the input command should be set to zero. This will
return the EMA to its null position and thus bring the load springs back to their neutral con-
dition. This removes the hazards associated with leaving the load springs in a deflected
position. At this point it is good practice to place all channels in the standby mode (this
causes the brakes to be engaged and prevents the motors from being driven). The SWITCH
DRIVER OFF switch is then pressed (removing the motor drive currents). Next, the red
button under the CONTACTOR CLOSE/OPEN switch is pressed. This opens the do contactor,
removing the connection between the battery and the energy storage capacitors. However, as
discussed earlier, the bleed resistors provide a rather slow discharge of the capacitor bank,
and dangerous voltage level s will be present (as indicated on the POWER CONTROL PANEL
voltmeter) for several minutes. If it is necessary to shorten this time, the CAPACITOR
DISCHARGE switch (located on the POWER CONTROL PANEL) may be pressed. The LOGIC
POWER OFF switch is next pressed to turn off the low-level power supplies (it is not neces-
sary to discharge the capacitors before turning off logic power). The 115 VAC switch is
then pressed to turn off the ac power.
Removing the input command signal and shutting off the cooling air valves complete the shut-
down sequence.
I
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MOTOR TEST'S
This appendix contains Oelco document EE-22-R-EMA-011 which covers tests
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Tests were Performed on two typical PM electromechanical actuator motors. 	 The fully
assembled motor used in all tests,	 except those involving a stator only, was	 Delco
Part No.
	
DL-00746, Serial No. 	 5.	 For stator only tests, Serial No.	 6	 (without a rotor)	 I
was used.
In general, the purpose of these tests was to acquire accurate quantitative data which
may be used for verification of design and for development of a model. 	 It is believed
that these data, when used in conjunction with certain physical s pecifications which
may be obtained from other reports, should give ample information for detailed analysis.
Little analysis	 is included here, however.
These motors meet or exceed all their design requirements as these tests indicate.	 Ex-
cellent electromechanical actuator performance can certainly be anticipated.
I I .	 TESTS AND SUN ,%R`! OF RESULTS
A.	 DC Ninding Resistance
The resistance of each phase to neutral was measured with a Coeds; and Northrup Model 1235
Kelvin sensing bridge.	 The windings were at 25 0C and the resistance of the brass
connecting studs was not included. The observed results are as follows:
Line A to Neutral - 59.3 milliohm
Line B	 to Neutral	 - 39.7 milliohm	 ORIGINAL pAGN IS
Line C to Neutral - 59.9 millichm	 QI'% poOR QUALITY
B.	 Equivalent Resistance
Equivalent	 resistance is,
	 in this discussion, the resistance Re in the Thevenin equivalent
circuit for the motor sholrn below.
uau	 y^^.----	 _ne A
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Thus it may be seen tha*. Re includes the DC resistance di :cussed above plus another
component Rac, so that
Re
 = Rdc + Rac
R is used to account for all losses in the machine which exceed those which would occur
ac
for Rdc alone.
Contributing effects are thus as follows:
o Stator iron losses
o Proximity effects of windings
o Skin effects in the windings
o Rotor losses (generally negligible in this machine)
Re was measured by three different_ merhods. In the first method, mechanical power used
to drive a short circuted alternator is equated to the power lost in heating the R e of
E
	 all of the three ohases.. Refer to Figure I for the test set up. The results appear in
Table 1. (All fiZu es and tables aze presented in Appendix A),
In the second method, Mechanical power, used to drive an alternator loaded with resistive
loads, is equated to the sum of the power delivered by the alternator and the power lost
in heating the Re of all of the three phases. Refer to Figure 2 for the test set up.
Note that the stator flux in the machine waz higher than it was by the first :method. hus
Re may be expected to be somewhat highe r by this method. See Table 2.
For the third method Re is equated with the R  which is as calculated for aQ Hz and 400 Hz
excitation o= a single phase (line A to neutral). The calculated results are presented
in Table 3. vote that R  is a function of rotor position 6 e and increases, reflecting
higher loss when the rotor position is such that there is greater induction in the un-
excited phase poles. These data are plotted ir. Figure 3,
C. Winding Self-indu ctance
D. Winding Muyial Inductance
Winding inductances were measured as a function of rotor position, excitation current,
and excitation fre-quency. The following discussion involves several variables which are
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The following measurements were taken - I A , VA, 'A' V8 , and 
VC . The self and mutual
inductances were calculated using the following procedure.
VA = (RA + j XA) I A
j VRA = (cos E a) VA
R 
= uRA` IA 	A
V XA = (sin 9A) VA
t
E. Windin; Inductance. 'ncrementai with DC Bias
"hese tests were conducted to determine the effect of dire..t current bias on winding
inductance. The line to line inductance so measured is ap proximately that component
which is seen by the controlled current source in EMA operation. The ap proximation is
expected to be more accurate at low ;rotor speeds. For these tests a small 4KHz perturbation
is introduced on the constant 'IMF set up in the stator by a constant direct current source.
j	 !Mz was chosen because it is the approximate .modulation frequency used in the hysteresis
i
_ontrolled constant current source in the 4 channel E_MA; also, calculations are simplified
Because winding impedance is almost purely inductive.
The circuit used for the-,e tests is shown in Figure 4. Note that the AC perturbation source
and the DC source are effectively paralleled across -he winding under test. Interaction was
avoided by using 2200 jt0 DC blocking capacitor for the A source and a 60 mH air core AC
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blocking inductor for the DC source. Excitation waveform was an excellent sinusoid
and the 60 mH inductor, which was effectively in parallel with the winding under test was
shown to cause less than 1% error in measured winding inductance in all cases.
Four series or tests were conducted. These tests whose results appear in Tables 6, 7, 8
and 9 were as follows:
o Line to neutral incremental inductance with S = 0
*	 e
o Line to line incremental inductance with 5 = 0
e
o Line to neutral incremental inductance with rotor removed (mutuals calculated)
o Line to line incremental inductance with rotor removed
* Se = 0 means that the electrical, torque angle for line to line DC excitation is
zero (i.e. the rotor is in stable equilibrium).
For all of these tests the AC excitation was 2.0 a rm5.
F. Current Source Inductor Incremental Inductance ;rith DC Bias and DCR
An inductor is used  in the controlled constant current source of the EMA direct power
circuit. Its input voltage waveform is a nominal 4 KHz square wave. In normal. operation
the current waveform is tTt:angal a=' with a large value of DC offset. It is use iul. , therefore,
to know its incremental inductance and DC resistance. The DCR was measured using a Leeds
and Northrup Model 4298 Kelvin Sensing Bridge. At 2S 0C, DCR equals 11.5 millichms. Table 10
lists the results of incremental inductance measurements. The test circuit is shown in
Figure 4. Note that the winding under test was this inductor, rather than the motor as
shown.
For convenience the results presented in. Tables 6, 7 and 10 are shown in curves plotted
in Figure S.
G. Open Circuit Voltage (or MF1 Waveforms
The Motor was operated at ;averai fixed speeds including rated speed on the Deico test bed.
Open circuit terminal waveforms were recorded and various measurements made. The measure-
ments are presented in Table 11.
Typical waveforms appear in Figures 6 through 14. Figure 15 is provided to demonstrate
the excellent quadrantal ( mechanical) syimnetry.
580 1078 Pev 614
H.. Cogging Torque
The term cogging is used to describe the tendency of the unexcited PM motor to seek
particular rotor to stator relative positions which maximize stator flux. There are six
such positions for each 360 0 of electrical rotation (i.e. twice the number of phases).
These motors are 8 pole machines so that there are 24 positions of stable equilibrium for
360 0 of rotation.
The average value of cogging torque is approximately 1.5 in-lbs and the peak value is
approximately 4 in.-lbs. a plot of cogging torque as a function of shaft position is
given in Figure 16.
The cogging torque, it should be noted, appears to show hysteresis. It is believed that this
is an artifact of the torque transducer and motor bearing. If this is time the actual
average value of cogging torque is :ouch closer to _ero than 1.3 in.-lbs. and the actual
peak value is probably less than 3 in.-lbs.
The set-up used to record cogging torque is presented in Figure 17.
I. DC Torque
For the DC torque tests the motor was excited from a constant current source driving either
a single phase line to neutral or phase to phase. Torque versus electrical angle (equal
to 4 times the mechanical angle) was plotted for several values of DC excitation current.
The motor was rota^-ed slowly by hand. ine test set up is shown J. Figure 17.i
The peak valties of torque or line to Neutral and line to line excitation are presentedi	 in Table 12.
The plots of DC torque versus angular position are given in Figures 18, 19, 20, Z1 and 22
The following are points worthy of note:
1. discontinuities are due primarily to backlash in the motor - torque
transducer coupling
2. hysteresis is apparent (as with cogging torque) and is probabl y an
j
	 artifact of the torque transducer and motor bearing drag.
3. the cogging component causes some a pparent distortion (especially
at low excitation levels) in the true DC torque waveTorm.
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4. torque wavero:-ms compare well with back electromotive force, or
^NF , waveforms,
` S. torque is essentially linearly related to excitation current.
J. Short Circuited .alternator 3raking Tests
This test was performed to determine the effective winding resistance, with results
presented in an earlier section, the maximum current in the alternator mode, and braking
torque versus speed characteristics. The test set up is shown in Figure 1.
Data are shown in Table 13.
Plots of tnese data are provided in Figure 23 and Figure 24. Figures 2S, 26, 27, and 23
show the waveforms recorded at selected points. Mote that waveforms of all points are
included in the Appendix.
K. Alternator Per=ormance Under Load
The PM Motor was loaded line to neutral with a balanced 3 phase load. 'Ihe load was
adjusted to achieve several different rotor speed noints at a pproximately one halt and
also full rated torque. The test set up and the equations are shown in Figure -7 . The
data of Table 14 are plotted in Figure 29.
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Pm = KN 'r, PM is mechanical power
l M ` 11 11' 1)1) is electrical power in watts
2-
P i g	 3 (1A-N)Re
I Ilk' = 6600 in - lb per second = 745.7 watts
Pp '
=. 
KN'I' (where K = 11.83x10 3 , N = 11PM, T = torque in in -lb.)
Re =p KN '1/31: 2'(whero I is IAN in amperes HMS)
Figure 1 Short Circuit 'Testing
m
1 BN	 I CN	 IAN
RAI,
Same as Figure 1 -
FM = KNT
1' 61	 11} Load + 1) Motor
F U Load	 (I AN )212A1, t (I BN )211 B1, + (ICN)21(('11
PD Motlor	 I (I AN) Lt ( I BN)L t (ICH) 
21 Re
6
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Figure 2 Loaded Alternator Testing
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N = 262 RP^1
I A = 35 :^RbS
T = 96 In.-Lbs. average
- T a 20 In-Lbs/Div.
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Figure 25 IA and Torc{ue
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Figure 28 I A and Torc{ue
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T,^BLE 1 R CALCULATED FROM SHORTED tiVINDING OPERATION
e
N	 (RP^1) Frec	 (HZ) R„	 (OHbtSI
0 0 0.060* '-
173 11.5 0.101
262 17.5 O.D81
335 2Z.2 0.090 i
445 29.7 0.0,6
Distorted
,vave ffl rm532 35.5 0.0 78





-1500 300 0. 1II
9000 600 0.160
* R ^ ^Ce
T.aBLE 2 Rz CALCULATED FROM LOADED ALTERNATOR OPERATION
N{RP'^n T(IN—LBS) FREQ rN^^^• —, RE (OH n^S)
0 0 0 0.060*
1184 60 79 0.083
s	 #	 I466 60 98 0.0$9
2197 60 lab 0.098
!	 2720 60 181 0.105
?971 60 198 0.121
3630 60 242 O.I35
468" 60 312 O.I59
6450 60 430 0.238
'	 9000 60 600 0.325
0 0 C 0.060*
3600 1'0 240 0.087
4925 i20 323 O.IOS









 CALCULATED ^YITH EXTERNAL E!CCIT^TION
E^CC. CORRES. RA (OHMS) EXC.
F (HZ) N	 ( RPtitl ( CORR£S.	 Ro) IA (AMFS RIV6)
DC 0 0.060 LOW
60 300 0.066 3.02
60 900 0.067 5.92
60 900 0.066 9.10
60 900 0.067 30.0
60 900 0.068 45.0
60 900 0.071 60.0
60 900 0.07 75.0
60 900 0.069 90.0
OC 0 0.060 WW
'	 -t00 6000 0.1?6 (0 . l 13) * 3.00
X00 6000 0.130 6.00
400 6000 0.132 9.00
400 6000 0.136 (0.109) ^ 30.0
400 0000 0.336 X15.0
400 6000 0.19{0.098) 60.0







TABLE 4 DEFTNTTTON OF VARIABLES
^ -	 rotor flux
r
^A
 -	 phase A stator flux
^ -	 electz^.cal torque angle
F -	 elect^.cal sxca.tatian frequency
IA -	 RMS value of ^A excitation current [ax DC, if applicable)
VA -	 I^xie A to neutral RMS voltage
VB -	 line B to neutral li^+6 voltage
V^ -	 line G to neutral RMS voltage
L
9^ -	 TA, VA phase angle in degrees
LA -	 Iine A to neutzal [selfl inductance
LB-A - ^B to ^A mutcal inductance
LC-A- ^C to ^A anvtisaYinductan^e
RA -	 Iine A to neutzal effective series 3resistancE
* 0 degrees reference is found by putting direct cuz^ent in ^^ I A and
£indingi a. point of stable equilibrium. {vote that thew are in 360a
mechanical rotation 4 points of stable- and 4 paintts of unstable equili-
brium. One of the• farmer zs ciaasen far ^ = 0°.)
LA =	 V^j [Z ^- F] IA 	 self inductance
T A
 =	 Vim/ [^ ^ LA
VB
 =	 j [2 nF)	 LB-A VXA^[2 ^rF] LA
L$-A = LA [VB/V^]	 r^utua3. to B
LO-A = LA [VC/V^]	 ^ttttual to C



































a	 Table 5. Tnducta.^ces of a 5^alled IVlofor a^ b0 H^ aad d00 Hz Excita^io^
	 ^
1	
8 a ^	 TA (Nd^i.nal) LA (Ca1 c. } L8[CaI c. }
-A
0 deg. 60 Hx.	 3 AMPS 28711 H 19.2 uH
n 6 2.88 I s. 4
!	 fl 4 289 I8.1
0 30 293 17.7
0 45 Z9 3 18.3
0 00 289 20.3
0 75 277.3 2w.8
n 9a zs7 24.2
0 400 HZ.	 3 279.3 18.6i
.	 n 6 282 18.5
n 9 282.6 18.I
0 3fl 286.7 I7.8
^j	 0 45 286 18.4
I	 0 60 284 Z^.fi
^ = 286 .x = 19
7
.4
^^ 4 •^ ^!	 =	 2aQ






































TABLE 6 LINE TC} NEUi'F.AL INCR$I4EEN'TAL TNDIICTANCE {^ ^ 0)








































FABLE 7 LZiJE T '0 LIl^IE TNCl^EI^IENTAL Z^UCTAIVCE ($^ = 0)
















LTABLE S LINE TO !^i'EUTRAL INCREMEP,TAL TNUt^CTA^ICE '^I`iH ROTOR 11E^.^C}VED, ALSO ^TTUALS
I^ [AMPERES} LA [ }^ H} LB
_A { u H} LC^A [ µ H}
0 24I I8.4 I9.I
2d 239 I$.4 19.3
40 239 I9.5 2d.I
60 2a"5 2d.1 2d.5
^^






- -	 TABLE_ 9	 LINE TO LINE INCREMENTAL INDL^CTAIVCE V^IIH ROTQR REMOIIEI}*
i
IDS [AMPERE5)	 LA=$ or LA_ {,B) (^.iH)
r
Curxent Flaw A thy. Neutral A thru B thxu Neutral B




























* Se^i.a1 No . 6
. .,.
37
TABLE IO CURRENT SOURCE INDUCTOR INCREMENTAL INDUCTANCE









^I`d3d 03. ^Itl3d} 8^^11






































s^^i^on Zdl+II`+RI3S, .LIItO?II^ l^aD II ^intt,L
^^	8f
39
T^BI^R 12 DG TOF?QLiE VERSUS. GIIRRENT
	^ Line -	 Neut (ADC}


























;_ TABLE 13 S^iORT GIRCTIIT BRAKIPI6 DATA
i}	 ;
^:
N	 R T	 Ii^1, — LBS)	 xPHP,SE {A^) ^INPIJT {WATTS)	 `,
173 72.	 2Z 147	 7
^^ ^>
^.
262'. 96	 35 298
^ 333 I10	 40 433	
;'	 ;
^. 44^ 126	 54 663
F	 ^ _ 5.32 1.33	 6fl 837::
63Es 132	 65 993	 '
747 13fl	 70 1149
.. 1400 114	 ?5 1349
^^	 ^;
150fl 92	 Sfl 1633
^ 2ooa ^7	 sz Iaz2
3oao ^s	 a4 2059j:
^5fl0 45	 $5 2396

















-	 . Y___.	 -_-	 .- ^^	 . ^..	 v_	
_ ..._
a {., ^ -^-1.
r
TAIil,E 14 SYMMki'1'}t1CAL 3 I'!lASii l,OAA TEST DATA
N(RPIN] T(IN.wLHS.^ h^f^A'i"j'S^^ P'Q I.OAlI(WA`^`!'S^ ^'p l^1TDR(iYAT'I'S} {^)
1.184 5$.aa 813.7 11.717,0 96.7' 88.1
1966 58.09 ^a07.q 9a3.8 ;a3.b 89 .7
.2197 58, a9 1509.8 1394.8 115.0 92.4
2720 58, U9 1$59.2 17x5.9 12 3.3 53.4
2971 58. a9 20q^,7 1901.0 14x.7 93,1
3630 58,09 2494.5 2337.6 157.0 93.7
4687 58.09 3220.E 3037.6 183.3 9q,3
6450 5$.09 8432.5 4160.0 272.5 93.9
9004 5 ^, 31 5 6 75 , ^ 5 369.9 3(16.0 94.6
3600 1.17.8 501b,0 9409.9 607.6	 .Y- 87.9^.
4925 117,8 5853.4 6129.2 734.2 89.3
7b^rp 117.8 14bbl^.q 9678.7 987.7 90.7
_8$410 117.8 12253. S 11283.4 980.1 92.0
2250 1.37 36, ^ 0 36.5	 --. - -
. -
r
 _ _-	 '
9500 1.51 8x.4 a 80.4
575a 1, , 63 130 0 13Q _
90UQ 1.79 1^1 0 191 -	 .






General iNotors Ccrparatinn 	 EEC ^?^_^^,q_Q2Q
i	 Santa Ber^ere OperationsDena Elec^ran^cs	 6767 Hollister Avenue
` ^	 Galera, Glitornia93417	 EiyGl(VEEF^ # NG. EXH^BLT
TITL1=:	 8Y: .7. ;^nselmi	 ISWE^T i QF ^
Electromechanical Actuator Effa.ciency Tests
	
	 DATE:
a. Barrett ^-1 ^^'^
1
-	
i7ynamometer tests were conducted in both the lrtartaxing and regenerative braking
modes tQ determine the efficiencies a£ the motor and eiectianic subsystems.
Typical data from these measurements are summarised in Tab Les l through ^ .
^,, The input powerfrosa the battery was measured using a digital voltmeter to
1	 mnnitar the battery voltage- [VQ^ T.^], and a precision current shunt and cigital
voltmeter to measure the battery cY.trrent flawing into Lhe system [;i}C T^} .
5znce the battery voltage- and current axe virtually canst-ant, the input power
[FOC TY} is the product a.f V^ ^ and T.I7C T^F.
Power flow into the orator was measured using the two-;Yatt^teter met^.ad. The
^4attme-cex readings were ;.aken with a precision el.ectronzc ^Yattmeter having broad
frequency response [Yew 2885-15 w/2305}. T'ae tWO ^Yattmeter readings axe
designated WL 
AC 
and I4^ ^^ respectively, and the Bower into the orator [FTa I^^
is the sum of the ;:wo SVattme-cer readings.
The mechanical power [Fsha£t} was determined £rots speed--torque meal=.a:eemens, using
pshaft ' O.OII83Z TN 4Yatts
whet° T is the shalt torque [measured in in-Ibs}, and ^ is. the shaft speed [zn rptt}-
^e orator's shalt speed eras read out on arx eLectranic counter using a tQOt+'sed
:,tne°I and magnetic gick-up. The-sna£t torque was read out from a Lebow torque.
transducer.	 .
'	 Oaring the course of the measurements, the battery voltage changes sn^ewhat
[especially at high power le^rels), There=are, in most ins^anc-s, two sets oL
readings were taken sot a e van anerating carzdition [for axaampLe, lines ? and ? 	 I
of Table 1 } . :averages o£ the two typical sets of data wera used to make tie
efficiency caicuL3tians presented in the Last 4hrae colutsins of the tables




v!)(; T^ InG 7^ ^r l)C	 IN ^1 AC
line Vnl is A;^t#fs W^kts WF4kts
1 254,0 iL.40 28aS,fi 1219
2 253.3 11.36 2877.5 1210
Avg 1-^ 288b.6
3 2q 7.4 24.5q b071:2 2832
^ 2gb,I) 24.5 {a bi)^#i,^ 2BiH
Ayg 3_,# G05fi, 5
5 2gq.7 28,0() fiB51,4 322!3
b 243.1 ?8.12 68;36.{) 32U0.
Avg S-Ci fs#343,8
7 2ba , U , .7f38 4Sf.4 ll
^2 AC. r'i'a	 b#kr
SPBEI) 'F'OIdQIl1? rSl ► a^^ I;rF^iC1ENCIES
WaCi: s Watt s xL in--lips Watts t^futor	 Electronic {)verall
lq 3(1 2t^g9 3p5A 65.6 2367
1432 2682 3Q 35 65,4 2348
2b^#5.5 2357.5 89.1^L	 91.b1; 81.6
2975 58U7 S^qU 7b,1 5347.b
2967 5x785 5$7b 76.1 528^J.9
57ah 5318,8 31.8	 95.7 87.6
3gfi2 G710 780 67.0 b2S3.7
3g8l1 SfiBD 7838 67.{) Fi212.S
bfs95 6233.1 93.1	 97. 8 91.1
'1'A!i#,F ^	 #?^^CIGIF?NI;Y #?Ai'A, l^1Q'i'ald1HG kla pF:, A`i'



















































'I'Alll.ii `L	 #il^l^TC1iiNC1' 1lA'I'A, li(YI'Ql11Nfi ^1f} pli, A'l'
AI'Pltd}(ib1A'^'t:I.Y ##A#,i^ A'i'd'AINAItf.l: 'l'ORQIIr
V[]C IN I lx= ^N
l' Ix:	 1N ^l AG ^2 AL' l^'1'o Mtr
Sl'laFl} 7'ORQI}li 1'S1ta^t 1sFf^ICILNf:IIiS
1.i.uc Volt s Aims W;itts fV^}t t5 Wutts Wutts r ui in-lies 64atts l^tor	 F.lectrouic dverall
^ 258.5 b.86 1773.3 Id9J 49S ISJ^ 3U41 39.11 1431.8
lU 257.1 Ci.77 17Ad.6 1U89 qeU 1569 3403 39.4 13H5.5
Ilvg	 '.)-lt) 1757.4 1581.5 1408. 7 89.11	 9U.0^ 80.2
1l 251.1 1.2.22 306$, a 202? 947 2969 6i}61 3x7.7 2703,2
# 2 25i} . b 12.3f} 3082. q 2!107 9^#d 29q 7 Ci 1 U3 37.11 2671.3
Av8 11_12 3t}7S .r# 295!# 2687.2 9U,8	 96.2 87.4
13 2Sb.5 14.95 383{.7 2391 13^#$ 3739 87dU :',4.0 3A99,3
1 f1 255.1 14,5 3788.2 2^^25 ^35p 3775 $664 33.5 3A 33.,6
Avg 33-14 3811.5 3757 3gbb.5 92.3	 9$,6 90.9
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^







l.i nu volts A^iJtis 1V^iCt^ wtir^s W:arts Wat^^s	 rL	 1st-lns Wrjtts ^loror	 rlectroilic [1ye^all
23 277. $ -3.39 -9^1i . 7 -55 i -wllq -11155	 3016	 -39 -1213. i
24 280.9 -3:357 -43.0 -551 -503 -lOSq	 3015	 -39 -1212.7 i
Avg 23-2^i -942.9 -lUS9.S -1212.9 86.9
	 89.4 77.7
2S 287.'.1 -7.423 -2137.1 -1205 -11173 -227$
	
Gi101	 -36,5 --2591.2
?G 281,1 -7.805 -2i^1[1.8 -- 12[} -`1 -1U72 -22111	 6026	 37.0 -2b37.G
Avg ?5-'^fi -2138,9 -2?79.5 -2619.4 87.2	 93.8 81.8
27 295.1 -1.875 - 291 q .1 -1405 -^q10 -3[Ig5	 8081	 -36 -3491.5
2ti 296, 3 --9.875 -29?[^.0 -1G19 -1941 -3055	 5131	 -36 -3962.8





	 ^ 1?PrI[;IIiNCY IlA'I'A, 1[1:[i1:Nl?1tA'PIVR bi(1D1'.,
	
A'f' ,^`'^^
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5N E£T k R£V
Gan^ra{ Marorn Ca^poraz^an	 ^ ^^^ ^^^.r_^^-^z0
	 ^ 6
^	 Helen ^^e^^i'Un1CS	 ^^ ^a ^°9': A^nuQ ns i
Gabisa,Gl^tarn^assQ77	 E^+iG^I^(E^^ANG E^CHIH1'T
^^.gure 1 is a plot of the efficiencies determined for the higher toxgae
cnndit^ons. In general, the efficiencies increase with increasing power output,





























GENERAI. MOTOAS CDRpORATION E ^,^ ?? _T_EMA-01?
c^^^ SANTA BARBARA OPERATIONS
1j^^s	 an
^NG114^E^^tING ^XHIE3^T67@7 Hp LL15TER AVENUEGOi,r<TA, CAL,IFURNIA A3Q17
{NO GRANGE CQNTROL}





E,ab tests of the Iow power electronics for all four channels have just been campieted.
Qata included. in this report are from {'hannel D but are also representative of all four
channels.
	 'Fhe tests exercised the following circuitry:
a	 RPS and associated logzc•.
o	 Analog circuitry including tachometer and position pickoff
o	 Plugging logic
o	 CVR with simulated load and also comrt^on mode rejettion.
,^li the scope pictures and strip charts are labeled as to variable and wirzng pin connector
and should iae self explanatory.
REV PAGE	 ^ a^ ^° ^ ^^ "_T-(^ 12
oRL--ro7 (rep, 4-71 )
°^
e, s ^
l.- ^ 51 -1
RP^A
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Waveform measurements have been made of a number a£ voltages and currents
in the power convexter under various tesf conditions. Fignxe I is a schematic
of the power converter showing the currents and wltages which were rrleasure:d.
Currents were measured using either TAM iY-4-001 current viewing resistors or
Pearson Model 110 Wideband Current Transformers. A Tektronix 7603 four-trace
oscilloscope was used for the measurements.
Waveforms were recorded for various speed/tortEue conditions in motoring,
Plugging and regenerative bxaking wades. Table 1 lists the photo identification
number for each of the runs, the variables which were recorded, the speed/
torque conditions and the system opexating [Hades. ^Where an external sync
signa? was used, it is also Hated in Tah1e 1. "the positive airectian for
motor natation was taken to be counterclack^vise motion when ^riewed from the
end of the motor which contains the rotor pasitiari sensax.
'Ihe waveform pho^Cagxaphs axe largely self explanator} ► . The scales far the
vertical axes axe noted near the ccxresponding photogxapla. The time scales
are automatically recoxded an the photographs. In photo I, each ma^ar divisors
represe^:ts S00 microseconds, hence the• period of the waveform a.s approximately
6 x 500 = a"000 microseconds
'Therefore the motor excztatiorF fxec^uency is about 3^3 Hs. Thos corresponds
to a speed of
,i33 x 900 = 5000 xpHr
fi00
'I7:is agrees with the speed which was read out using the dynamometer
instxumentation_
Readings of peak currents and voltages in the poHrer con^rerter were made us^.ng
a peak-reading voltmeter Memory Ualtmeter tnvdel 5Z03C, Micro Instnnment Co.).
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Taiale I.	 Test Conditions
Photo Var;ablas Recorded Torque Speed Oparatirig	 Sync
I dent
Nv. Chan I Chaa 2 Chas 3 zn-I.bs^ rpm Mode	 Sgzsal
I IA I B I C -b3 -5000 .Matorzng
2 IA I $ I C +64 +500{1 Ilrlotoring
3 IA IB IC -60 +5090 Regea.
4 I^ I$ IG -7I +300 Plugging
5 I $ I BN -64 +240 Plugging
b I B i BN +76 -5 i80 Regea
7 IB I BN +bS +5025- Motoring
8 I g I M +b5 +5030 Motorixg
9 I $ i ,^ +76 -5000 Regea
IO I a I M +76 -310 Plugging
II F $ IQM +b5 -255 Plugging
IZ IB IQ$ +77 -50&4 Regea
l3 I $ I ^^ +55 +4980 Motoring
I4 I B IQM +b5 +5 050 Motoring
I5 I B IQM +76 -5100 Regea
16 I$ IQM +b8 -273 Pluggixg
I? IB LL -^69 -Z45 Plugging
I8 I B I L +76 -5055 R:egezt
i^ I$ IL +b$ +5000 Motor^.g
20 Z
^l'CE +6$ +5000 Matoringi
2I
^
I$ YCEBN +76 -5084 Regea
Z2 IB VCESN +65 - Z68 Plugging
23 I B YC2 
BN +68 +SOSO Motoring.,
24 IB YC2 +76 -5080 Regen
Z5 I.$ vC2 +f^S -260 Plugging
26 I $ YC^ +b8 -255 PiuBS^B
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Table I. Test Conditions (Continued}
Photo Variables Recorded	 Torque Speed Gpezat^ag Sync
I dent
No. Chan I Chas 2 Ghan 3	 f rPnz ^ Signal
28 I$ VC3 +b8 +5084 Motaritzg
Z9 iB VCI +45 +5072 Motoring
30 I B VC 1 +76 -5103 Regea
3 I IB YC I +68 -275 Plaggiixg
32 I^ V$N +b$ -265 Plugging
33 IB YBN +76 -5142 l^egea
34 IB VBN +b6 +5498 Motoring
35 I M +73 +7850 Motarixxg
_^QM
3 b I QM V^ +73 +8 050 Motoring
^..^....QM
^.____
37 IAN VAN +73 +7950 Notating SCAN
38 TAP VAP +73 +7944 Motoring
^,..^.QAN
39 I^ I3 +73 -!-7825 Motoring Q^
40 I L V^ +7Z +775Q Motoring S2 ^N
42 IIVL +83 +4500 Motoring ^^
42 I QM VQ.i1^i +83 +4500 Motoring
^^
^^
43 I^^ V^ +83 +4504 Motoring Q.^
44 IAN YAN +8 3 +454 0 Motoring ^2 qN
45 I Ap VAP +83 +4504 Motoring ^^
46 IM I$ +83 +45.00 l^igtoring QM
47 YAN +83 +4544 ,^rTotoring VAN
48 VQM +83 +4540 Metering VQM
49 YQ^ +83 +4504 Motoring. VQB
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The measurements which were taken are summarized in Table 2. The peak current
read^,ngs {I^, Imo,; IQ^ and ^Qa) were taken in bath the Forward and reverse
directions, and the peak-reading voltmeter was read with response settings
of bath I and i4 microseconds. The peak collector-emztter^valtages for
Qom, Qom,, {^ and Q^ were also recorded. While these raadings werc being
taken, the electromechanical. actuator was being driven with a squarewave
command at 0.3 Hx with +IO degree motion.
	
During these tests, the highest
operating frequency observed for Q^ was i4 kHz. The highest operating
frequency for Q$ was also IO kHz.
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^ ^ls ^.0 CIS ^	 ].0 us X Fis 10 us
•-' RESPONSE SETTING r-------
Q^ 9b qb 64	 b4 320 300
Qom, ab qb b.^	 fi4 320 300
QM 26 13 77	 q6 325 305
Q^ sa bQ ^^	 9a 2so 29U
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^0 A/div	 I ^
100 V f div	 VGZ
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2 V / div	 I 8
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^0 A/div	 I L
50 V /div	 VL
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z^ A /div 	I ^
20 A/div	 I S
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^ 0 V i div	 VAN
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T!T!'E:	 D$STGN VERIFICATI gN TEST PLAN rOR A,^^H. Barrett/H. Hansen (SHEET z	 OF
ELECTRQMEQ^Al°:'CAL ACT1^A'I'QR APPROVED: DATE:
SECTION I
INTROD[ICTTON
This design verification test (Di1T} plan outlines the tests to be conducted
to confixnt the design o£ the four-channel, deliverable electrome^=whanical
actuator (EMA). The tests which axe to be conducted are summa^.zed in Table 1.
The paragraph references Izsted i.n Table I.a.^re those of the NASA Statement of
Work. Tai^le I indicates the ^aumher of active channels to be used in each test,
the variables to be xecorded on a strip chart recorder, athex types of data
readout, the signal sowcce to be used for each test, the Load spring condition,
and also shows whether the EMA output shaft is locked ar fxee to ro<ate during
the test.
The DVT will he• conducted ist the I3elco EMA laboxatory under the directirnx of an
engineer who is thoznug^t].y familiar with the• EMA_ If these tests axe' repeated
at another facility, the operator and test di.rectt7r should be fully familiar
with the EMA Operations- Manual, and experienced in testing high-performance
servo systems. The tests to-be conducted axe a.11 straightfozsvazd, and can be
conducted in any conve^rYient sequence. However, it raay prove to be more
efficient to conduct aII those tests which axe done with load spr^.ngs connected,
then all chose tests which are conducted with load springs disconnected, and
finally all thaser tests which are dome with the EMA output shaft locked.
TEST EQt3IPMENT REQ[]TREMENTS




FRA sine- no	 no
wave
^7VM readout	 None	 no	 ra
.	 r. max....	 .-. -._ti..	 ^^__,=:1
	 {::-r ..3
	 (.^^








TEST Active STRI P CHART RECORDER CHANNEL DVM OR O'Fi-IER SIGNAL SPRI NG EMA
Channels 1 2 3 ^ READOUT SOURCE ON LOCKRp
3. 3. ^. l All Input Output Visible Mark * p'RA $Ipg No no
Output pairs Command Position on FMA shaft -
Stroke
3. 3. ^. 2 All Input Outlaut Tachometer Tachometer Strip FRA no • no
Output pairs cornrnand position channel ! channel•2 Clzar^ Square--
V elocity - wave
3, 3. ^, 3 ^^ Input Outnk^t Tachometer Tachometer Temperature FRA bias yes nn
Output pair command ;aasitzon cl^azinel 1 channei Z read-out and sine-
Tarque wavy




3.3. 4, 5 All Input Outp^at
Threshold pairs command position





3.3.4.8 All Input Velocity	 Tachometer Taci^ometer
Velocity pairs command error signal channel 1	 channel 2
Tracking
Oscilloscope and	 FRA	 na	 no




'^ FRA:	 Frequency ^tespon^^ Analyze•.
TAIiL}: 1 pV'!' Sl3^WRY
.^.
S
TEST	 Active STRIP CI-IART RECORDER CHANNEL DVM OR OTHER SIGNAL SPRING E^2A'
, Channels 1 Z ^ 4 READOUT SOURCE ON
3.3.4.9 Any Input Dutlwt Position Tacha^neter FRA readout FRA no no
Frequency pair command position error output
Response
3.3.4.10 All Input ^3utput Current Tuclzan^eter FRA bath no
Stop pairs command position command output Square-
Response wave
3.3.4.11 One Tachometer Tacl^,ozneter Tachometer Taclometer FRA bias no yes










^ DVM readout FRA bias no yes
Gain Test
3.3. ^}, 14 Any
Torque chazinel
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i
-	 HP 7404A Faur flnannel Strip--CF:axt Recorder
i_	
_	 Weston 141Q Frequency Response Analyzer
Tektronix 76t}3 Four Trace Os^:illoscope
Fluke $U4QA Digital Valtit^etpy
.^	 Fluke 86fl0A Digital ;'^ultzmeter
t
Lebow 1228-2K Torque Tr^sducer
Goxil.d SCII05 Bridge Amplifieri	 -;
.	 Precision Digital 7QIFJ Temperature Readout
Hlavetek IIY F1^ction Generator
HP 35QD Attenuator Set	 .
Far convenience zn lmderstanding •'the design verification tests, relevant port^.oF1s	 .+
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The purpose of this test is to demonstrate that the output load arm stroke is
'	 gxeater than + 9 degrees but less= than -^ 11 degrees.
'TEST Pi^ANi
'	 AlI pairs of	 channels shall be operated, one pair at a t yme, with^sesvo Iaops
closed and the Ioad springs disconnected. Using the Frequency Response Analyzer
'	 (FR^I} bz.as cflntral as the input caminaand signal source £ox ties EMPi., and using a
reference mark on the ^ output shaft., count the numbex of shaft rotations
achieved as the input command is slow3y varied from nu11 to fish EMA output ixt
one direction. Recaxd this value,'and repeat £or a command in the opposite
direction.
DT5Ci355IOY
^^nce the planetary' gear reducer has a gear ratio of 238.77: 1, the EMA output
shaft should rathte a min:i.m•,xm; of:
9 x Z3$.7Ij350 = 6.Q revolutions
from nu11 in ezthES direction, and a maximtua of:
'	 Il x 238.71/ 360 = 7.3 re^rolutions
F if the output stroke is to meet the EMA design goals.
TEST D^7RATION
All six combinations of channels can be tested £or output stroke in Iess than
'	 one hour.
,'^,.
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nur^v^ vEZacTTY [3.3.x.2)
PURP05$
The purpose of this test: is to determine the maximum output velocity of the
E^fA.
'TEST PLAN
'Ihe maximum output velaczty of the EMA shall be determined by operating the system
with a sc{uarewave input command having an amplitude Iasge enough to cause vc:iacity
Iim^.ting. All pairs of EitiiA channels shall be operated, one pair at a time, with
servo Ioops closed and the Ioad spring disconnected. The Frequency Response
	 -
AnaZyzer shall be used to mprovide a squarewave command with an amplitude of
^ 3 degrees at 0.5 Hz. The input command and output position shall be recorded
an a strip-chart recorder. The E1^L4 Ioad veloc^.ty shall be determined by
measuring the slope of the output waveform during the clewing anterva7..
DiSCilS5Y0I^i 	 -
'Ihe ma:d.mum Ioad velor^.ty of fire AMA, is dependent an t}te battery voI'tage.
Since the nominal mator^speed at 270V is 9DD0 rpm, and the overall gear ratio
from motor to EMA load output is 2Fi85^.5 1, the typical E^3A, Ioad output
velocity zs:
9QOQ/2685.5 = 3.35 rev/mint.
or
3.35 x360/60 = 2Q deg/sec
TEST DURATION
All six combinations of ^annels can be tested faa output velocity in Iess fiharx
an hour.
sao ^a7s Rev 57a
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0[J'^'Pi3T TORQUE (3.3.4.3}
Pi3RPCSE
'Ihe purpose of this test zs to demonstrate that the EMA can operate satisfactorily
under three specified test conditions.
TEST PLAN
Any two channels may be selected for vse i.n this test. The tests shall be conducted
with serve loops closed and with load springs connected. 'The Frequency Response
Analyzer (FRA} shall be. used to provide the input command. A strip-chart recorder
shall be used to record the input command, output position, anti. the tachometer ^.
^	 signals £rem the two active channels. Thermocaugles shall be placed °n the housings
of the tt+ro active motors (oct the middle of the housing, opp°site the cooling oar
{	 inlet} and on the heat sinks of the active electronics channels (close to the
motoring chopper switches}.. The thermocouples shall be connected to the temp-
- ^	 eratu3ce readout instr^nt_
CaNDTTION l: Adjust the FRA bias. control t° obtain as 8 degree output
deflection on the load stand. Set the FRA fora 2.S Hs sine wave, and adjust
the amplitude to obtain a 1 degree Beak-to-peak load motion. Qperate far 26
minutes. 12ec°rd the mo^:or^ housing temperatures and temperatures of the elect-
rona.cs heat sinks at l minute intervals.
CQNDITTAN iI: Adjust the FRA bass control to obtain a 6 degree deflection of
the Load. Set tht3 FRA fox a 1.0 Hz sinewave with 4 degree peak-to-peak >r^ation.
[1perate far 5.5 minutes, recart3i,ng the temperature readings at 0.5 rninzrte
intervals.
IlISCi3SSI4N
The motor. housing temperature rise is not expected t° be more than 4Q°C
during these tests. The temperature rise °f the electronics heat sinks
is eat expected to be greater than 3Q° C.
^.
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The purpose of this test is to show that the displacement linearity, defined
as^the relationship between the input position command signal and the output
,.	 position as measured by the output positron transducer, in linear within ± l^s
of fiil.1 travel (FT} .	 '
TFST' PLAN
'This test shall be conducted with servo loops closed and Toad springs d^.s-
connected. Any pair of channels may be selected as active during the test.
Use	 the Frequency Response Analyzer bias to provide an input command.
Using a mark on the EMA shaft as a reference, rotate the EMA output shaft
in one revolution increments from nail to full travel in one direction.
At each revolution, record the input command voltage and each of the four
EMA output position transducer outputs (at AZ2-7^ using a digital voltmeter.
Repeat the measuz^ments for commands in the apposite direction.
DiSCU55I0N
Since the gear ratio between the EMA and load is 238.71: t, one revolution
of the EM^4 output shaft corresponds to 1.5I degrees of load motion. Since
the command input limiter allows + IO degrees of travel, the nominal EMA
output travel will be approad.mately:
-^ IO x 238.71/350 = + 6.5 revolutions
As a simple method of demonstrating the linearity of the system, place a
straight Tine through the data points taken at ^ 5 revolutions, and calculate
the deviations of all other data points from the straight Tine. 'ihe measured
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{	 ^^s^ DiIRATI0I3
The data from this test can be taken in about an hour. Data reducti^ and
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u,	 THE^SHOLD (3.3.4.5)
PU^'OSE
The purpose of this test zs to demonstrate that the system threshold, defined
as the iargest sinusoidal input amplitude that may be applied at 0.01 Hz with-
out producing output motion, is less than 0.050 of the input signal required
to achieve foil travel.
'	 TEST' PLAN	 '
'Phis test shall be conducted an all pairs of EMA channels, one paix at a time,
with servo iaops closed and ioad •,springs disconnected. 'Ihe Frequency Respcase
Analyzer shall be used to"provide a O.OI Hz sinusoidal input command with an
'•	 amplitude of 0.0275 degrees. The input command and output motion shall be
recorded on a strip chart recorder. Since the recorder must be set at a hzgh
sensitivity to record these signals, if noise is excessive, O.I Hz single lag,
low pass filters may be used to £^.Iter the signals which are being recorded.
i	 Output motion shall clearl}^ follow the input rammand, demonstrating that the
threshold design voai has been achieved.
i
DISOUSSIQN	 -
The feedback transducers and their associated gea^.zzg arm designed to allow foil
load travel of S3 degrees. Therefore, the system should respond tQ a low-
frequency command amplitude of:
SS x 0.05/100' ^ 0.0275 degrees
•	 in order to meet the design Baal far threshold.
TEST D[iRATION
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POSITION NULL AND OFFSET {3.3.4.6}
PURPOSE	 .
'Fhe purpose of this test is to demonstrate that with the input command signal
at zero, and with the position offset controls set at zero, the output position
_ of the EMA measured from ^.ts neutral position does not exceed 0.50 of fiill
trav€I. 'the test is also to demonstrate that the position offset controls
provide at Least ^ 5% of foil travel from the neutral position.
TFST FLAN
'Phis test i.s to be conducted on all pair:; of channels, one pair at a time,
with aII serro loops closed and Load springs disconnected, .Null the position
offset controls by placing a digital voltmeter from the wiper a£ the patentio-
meter tv signal ground and using the screwdriver adjustment to achieve minimuat
voltage. ^Yith zero- input command, measure the output Toad position for each
pair of active channels. Na nuZZ position offset greater than ± 0,275 degree
should be obtax.ned if the design goal position null accuracy zs to be met.
S4ith all position ©ffset controls set fully counterclockwise, measure the output
Load gositiorx far each pa^,r of channels. 'Ihe resulting offsets should aII be in the
same d^.rectian and should be at Least 2.75 degrees but Less than. 3.25 degrees.
Repeat with aII positron offset ctmtrols set fully clockwise. The resulting
offsets should be^in the opposite direction from that found in the preceding
test, and should be at least 2..75 degrees but Tess than 3.?5 degrees.
DISCUSS ION
The 0.5^ position null requirement corresponds t:^ an output of
.	 {55 degrees) {0.005} = 0 , 275 degree
The + 5^ position offset adjustment results in.
{55 degrees} (+ 0.05} _ + 2.7's degrees
The offset range has therefore been desigr>.ed to be 3 ^ 0.25 degrees.
i^
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The purpose of th^.s test is to demonstrate that hysteresis of the EMA, defined
as the maximtmt difference between output positions obtained when txaveling
clockwise then cauntercioci:wise in response to a 0.01 I3z sinusoidal input,





j	 ^Y Pair of channels may be selected far this test. The sewn loops shall
	
^	 be closed and the Toad springs disconnected. Th>z input signal shall be provided
by the Frequency Response , Analyzex [FRA]. The input and output signals shall
i
	^	 be filtered using a•single lag, lour pass filter having a break frequency
of appxaximateiy 0.1 Hz. The filtered input signal shall be displayed an
the x-axis of an oscilloscope, and the filtered output signal shall be
displayed on the y-ax^.s. H^ith the FRA set to provide a sinewave at 0.01 Hz,
the input signal shall be adjusted to give a command of approximately 0.1
degree peak-tt^-peak. The resulta,ng osc^.11ascope display shall be• phatcsgraphed
to provide a test record. Tn satisfy the hysteresis design goal, the measured




The. filters are used to minimize extraneous noise.' The measured hysteresis
should not exceed 0.05% of full travel ; which cvxresponds to
(55 degrees] (0.0005] = 0.275 degxr:e,
TEST DURATION
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'Ihe purpose of this test is to demonstrate that the steady-state a^agular velocity
..	 di.£ference between any combination o£ two active motors does not exceed 3^
. of the maximum motor velocity for command szgnals withi'1 the norzaa.l operating
range of the IIHA.
TEST PLAN
This test shall be cnndu,cted on all pai.xs of t;.hannel,s with servo loops closed 	 -
and load springs disconnected. The input command shall be a triangular wave-
form of + IQ degree amplitude at 0.43 Hz s® that the steady-state velocity
shall be ^ 17:Z degrees/second. The input command, velocity error signal and
the tacho^aeter output wave£arias of the two active channels sha11 be recorded
on a strip-chart z^corder. The steady-state velocity error shall be less than
0.7 degr;:::/second i£ the design goal for velocity tracking is to be met.
^	 DISCZJSSION	 _
Tf^e maximtmt output velocity of the actuator is typically 23 degrees/second.
The steady-state ramp velocity for this test is thus about 7S^ o£ maximua^r
'	 output velocity. To satisfy the 3^ tracking velocity requirement, the steady-
;	 state velocity error shouli not exceed
{23 degrees/second] {0,03) = 0,7 degreesJseconds
'Ihe velocity error signal u3°^iergoes a major transient when the command wave-
form changes from motion in one di.recti.on to the opposite. The velocity
.	 tracking error is therefore measured just before the command changes direction.
TEST DURATION
AI.I sax combinations o£ channels can be tested for cross-channel velocity
tracking in about one hour.
...^. .. , -
	 — --,
	 _,_ .	 _.	
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The purpose of this test is to demonstrate that all camb3natians of tsvo channels




This test shall be conducted on all six combinations o£ two channels of the EMA. The
• sex^ra loops shall be closed and the load springs disconnected far this test,
The Frequency Response Anaiy^er shall be used to provide the test signal and to
read out the magnitudes of'the input and output signals and the phase angle of
the output with respect to the input. The input cozmnand shall be displayed an
the strap-chart recorder-along with output positron, position error and tachame'ter
output signals-. The test frequencies shall cover the range from 0.T to^2D Hz,
and the signal amplitude should not cause significant velocity or torque limiting. 	 v
DISCUSSION
Since the EMA motor currents are limited to 40A and the motors have a maximum
speed of about 9©00 rpm, torque and veiacs.ty limiting can easily occur if the
input signal amplitude is too large. The position output and velaci.ty waveforms
should therefore he cher:ced at each test frequency to make sure that the EMA
is operating in a linear manner during this test.
TEST DURATION
AlI six combinations can be tested far frequency response characteristics in
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The purpose of this test is to determine the step response characteristics of all
pairs of EMA channels. Step commands of 2, 3, 4 and 5^ of full travel axe to
`	 .be applied.
TEST PLAN	 .
AlI six combinations of two active channels shall be tested. AlI sexvo Ioops
shall be closed during the test aid the step response characteristics shall be
	 _ `.
measured with and without load springs connected. A strip-chart recorder shall
•	 be used to record the input com^tand, output motion, current command and tachometer
signals. The Frequency Response Analyzer shall be used to provide a squarewave
input command. The input signa3 shall be set successivel y for I.IO, 1.65, 2,2
and 2.75 degree steps, cor^sponding to 2, 3, ^ and 5 .^ of full travel (55 degrees} .
The squaxewave frequency shall be Iow enong^i to allow the~ transient to settle
out before the next step occurs.
D15CU5SION
After recording the step response data, the step responses can be compaxed with
the design goal envelope show;x i.n Figure 5 of the NASA Statement of 14'or^:.
TEST DURATION
The step response• m^asurements (including sprang cannectJdisconnect} can be
made in about four houxs.
_	 - •	 sao to7a ut:^a;a
^;
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-`	 MOTOR BRAKE [ 3.3.4. I1)
PURPOSE
,F ,	 The purpose of this test is to demonstrate that with thrt?e motors braked [^.. e.
in Standby made) and the EMA shaft locked, full torque (in either direction) can
.he applied by the fourth motor without causing brake slippage. '£he test is to




'	 Lock the EMA shaft {using the test fzxture supplied fvr this purpose). With
	 '.
channels B, C and D in the^Stand4y mode, use the Frequency Response Analyzer
bias control to supply an input command which will cause full torque to be
developed in channel A. Record all faux tachometer signals on the strap-chart
recorder. If slippage occurs, the tachometer signals will indicate the slip
velocity. Repeat with full torque in the apposite direction. Repeat the
sequence with channels B, C and D serving (in turn) as the active channel.
',
DISCUSS ION
`	 Since the brake disc is splined to the motor shaft, a slight motion of the motor
rotor can occur within the backlash region, even though the brake is stationar}r.
i^awevPr, any continuous slippage should be clearly evident from the recorded
tachometer signals.
BEST Dr^^aTxaN
':	 The motor brakes can: be tested in about two hours.
i
.. .
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-'	 (MATTER AMID TN5TABTLIT'! [3.3.4.12)
PURi'OSE
-	 'The purpose of this test is to show that the EMA operates ssnaothiy ^d wzthouL
instability, excessive chatter, or excessive hoist~. Limit cyclzng under no load
•	 .and steady state coaa^ax^d conditions should not i?^cceed O.D55 degrees peak-to-peak.
'PEST' PI,Atd
'	 During all of the 1}esigta Yeri.ficatian Tests the EMA output shai? be monatared
to note any chatter, instability or I3rn:,.t cycles of an aatplitude approachi.ng^
0.055 degrees peak-to--peak at the Toad (or Is` degrees peak--Co-peak at the E^iA
-	 output shat] . If anomalies are obser+red, tt^te ax^erating :.•ondit:ions sha.il be noted
and the output trx^t^.on shall be recorded nn astrip-chart xecarder.
DTSCUSSIDN
.`ace• the geax ratio of the planeteary gear reducer between the E?^iA output artd
Ioad is 238.71.• 1, the desigat, goal nor lim^.t cycle amplitude of 0.45E degrees
peak--to-peak cexxespands to an Ei^L4 Output shaft m+^tzon of
[0.055.][ 238.71] = 1; degrees peak-to-peak
TEST DURATION
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VEi3OCITY GRIl+I TEST [3..1.4.13)
PURPt7SE
The purpose of this test is to determine the o^ien-gasitian-coon velocity gain
characteristics of the EMA.
TEST PLAN
'Phis test may be conducted an any II^iA channel, with the other three channels
in Standby made. The E,^4 output shaft shall be 1oc3ced (using the n^ctux^
pxavided far that purpose) . 'Ihe ^asitian loop sha11 be opened by xzme^ving the
resistor located at Da-5/11. [disconnect the taczametex Leads on the channel
[order test. ^raund Q-J1-Ifi and apply a simulated tachometer signal at a-J1-15,
using the Frequency Response :Lnalyzer bias signa3, for this purpose. Use the velocity
command test signal to bias the currant command to lull output. Vary the simulated
tachometer signal to cause the orator curw°nt to change f-sam lull cLtt?et€t (a ppro:c^.-
mately 4^ amps) to a low value [appro:ciraately 5 amps) , tab:iag readings of the
tachometer sigstal and the maturing c^uxreat at interva.Is of appraadr^ately 3 amps.
f4'[3ISCI3SS ION
fiver the range franc 5r1 to 3511, the m^otos cur^nt should use an 3ppxaxi*nately
lsnear ilTnct^.on of the simulated tachometer signal. The tac;^ometer scaling is
7 V/I000 =pro_ Wig
 normal gaisLS, tae velocity gai;z should oe appxoxi.-nateiy
O.D35 r^/rpm. f}uring this t:45t the velocity command s:zauld oe or a polarity watch
causes the ^tA to overate in a taatoz^.g mode. 'Ihzs can be deterred by seeing
that the outprzt ati ^2fi-12 is in i.ts lour state (uzrder Z volts). If the sys=e:n
is in a plugging moue fire eurrertt is lamzted to apprnrimately 25 a.r^ss .
TEST OURATIdN
The velocity gain test can be done in about one hoax.
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TOAQUE G T^N TEST { 3.3.4.14a
PIfRPOSE
the purpose of this test is to determine the open-Loop torque gain characteristics
of she Ewa._
'PEST PLr1N
Ths.s test may be conducted on any ^4 chancel, with the other three channels
is the Standby mode. 'Fhe E3^, autpttt shaft shall be Iac3ced [using the fi:cture
provided far that purpose) . The positiem feedback laop shall be opened by
x•cmov?ng rite resis;.ar 3.ocated at D9.-a""/l^. E1s3ng the F^gtsency itesponse rtnalyzer
bias contras to pxnvide an input cotarstand, vaay the command to cause the motor
cuz^enE to va.-y i:Z17191 appro^cimateiy S to 4fl amps i.n 5 amp steps. Record the
input positzon comm^.d and motor currant at each step. 7',te ~ output torque
transducer output may also be recorded at each step.
DISCU55IQ;^
Over tine raxtge ^oxa Srl to 35,},, the mota^r cur^nt s$lauia i7e an apprax3^tately
inear fiatction oi: the posit3.on command ? wi.^.h :: gain of appro^.matR3.y ^5fl ^nzpC
degree. Qrtrring this test the positzan cnmanar^ti should be of :.he paiaa-ity
kiL:.ch causes Lhe E74SA to overate :.n its motoring wade. If it is in the plugging
mode, the currant tails be Izmz.ted to appro^amately ' SSA. Tlie ^^ will overate
in the a^otozing mail if the output at D'_6-3.: i.s ?ox [less than ?volts] .
Aedu3ings of output torque may ire somewhat erratic if the motaz is near its
cammmutation position, if nozse is present, or if a dither is created by back-
lash in the bra^Ce coupling. 'she nominal torque chaxact^eristi c of the ^hiA
mot^ir is ? in-sbs/^mri. Since the gear ratio between the motor and the EMA output
shaft is 22.5: I, the Ei4EA output torque gain has a nominal val.t:e of
•	 [22.5) [2.0) = 45 in- sb /Amp
TEST QUR4TXON	 ,
The torque gain test can be run in about one hoax.
• '	 sao ^a7s ae^s^a .
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The objectives of this Statement of Mork (50^!) are as folTa^rs:
a. Conduct a thorough test ar^d evaluation program of the
redundant, faun-channel, eTectroinechanical actuator
developed under tdASA Contract HAS 9-14331.
'	 h. Perform additional anaylsis and measurement tasks to resolve
possible application problems.
c. Fully document the actuator design test ar^d evaluation
.	 results and_reTated artaIysis to be perfa^ed.
2. ^	 AHD iTE^15	 ..	 -
The end items of this contractual efi •art shall 6e as fallo^rs:
a. ^ completed tt^ a fourwchanneT canfiguratian, and associated
hardruarr.
b. Test equipment and ins trUmentatian rAsidial fron HAS 9-14331
ar procured under the terns of this cantrac4ua7 effort.
c. Ceded program types or campUter card decks, listings,.
descriptions, and users instr*.actions far those attaiyticaT
mndeIC develaped.ana used by the contractor under the terms
of thi cnr^trar„fuel effort..
3.^




The fallowing defined tasks shall he completed under this SC^l:
DESI^►Y, FRBRICATION, AHQ N4RI^iTwHAHCE
^1.EC1'RtI1^1ECHAP^ICAL ACT!lRTCR (EPA}
The contractor shall perform those tasks necessary to complete the
fabrication of the C^1A to a ^^ UT I four-c^sannel canri guration i n
accordance with the current design base p us any madification(s^
required to complete the design verification tests delineated
herein Under S4W paragraph 3.3. The current design base is
represented by the latest design status achieved Under NASA
Contract HAS 9-14.31. The contractor shall perform normal
Maintenance and repair ai : the ^^tA as necessary to enable the
accampllshment of all SC4! tasks, within the limitations of the
RASA--furnished test stand, the Eb1A, and assr..iated equipment,
and to deliver it at the end of this contrlc:t,
3.1
3.1.1
2_	 3.1.Z	 TEST EQt^IFFt £P^7 AlTD iiiS7RUt^EEHTAT$Oti
The contractar shall perform all test equipment and instrumentation
design and fabrication tasks as necessary to satisfy the test
objectives of this SOFT. The contractar shaII maintain and repair
aT1 sr^ch equipment as necessary to complete the test ab3ectives of
this SOW.
3.1.3	 RASA £MA TEST STAND	 '
The cor^tracter shall provide far modification to and maintenance
and repair of the NRSA furnished test stand as necessary to
camrplete the test objectives of this SOFT. 	 ; _,
3.2	 AHAt.YS$S	 _ .
3.2.7	 ESA ANALYTICAL f^OD£L DEYEi.OPMEi{T
The contractor shall perform those tasks necessary to develop
'	 analytical models or" the ESA system and its simulated Scads.
fiodeling shall incl^^de all major blacks such as the current
source, pov^er carniitioner, mater, gearbox, tachometer, rotor
position sensor, position sensor, and eentraI Alactronics.
System models shall be provided far analysing steady State
and transi ens conditi ens under =tariflus i oad conditions,
linearized rrequency response eharacteristics, and aII major
nattlinear effects such as hysteresis, torque limiting, and
•	 Yeiocity limtiting. Tits eontractor shall establish the validity
of the anaiyticaI models by establishing the correlation of
•	 analytical results with hardware test results (DVT, develap-
^sent, etc.) resolving any significant differe :tces in steady
state and/or transient performance.
The contractor shall utili ;a anaIy ticai results and Hardware
test results as necessary to aptimi^e £^fA systems gams and
compensation to achieve the best passible system perforimance.
3,2.2	 POWE,^ 5FlITCH EYALEIATION
•	 The contractor sham analyze and evaluate Late operating modes
of all power components to establish their design margins.
Actual measurements of the transient voltage and current
profiles shall be made for ail switch components in all opera-
'	 Ling males. The campatihiiity of the electrical dynamics of
the switch with the component ratings shall he explained. Rdhen
inadequacies are found in the present designs, recommendations
shall be made regarding methods to be used to pravidc safe
operating regimes for a^Il power camponer;ts. Critical analysis
^	 aqd/or experiments shall ne conducted where feasible, to verify
that the proposed approach is adequate.









•	 The contractor shall also provide an a)terr^ate design approach to	 _ .
the ¢resent power switching mechanizntian which woet)d permit	 -
switch components to operate at law stress leve)s. A pr°e-
liminary design and anaylsis of this approach shall be accompr
lashed and documented.
'fie contractor shaI1 submit a task plan for approval by the rlASA
technical monitor at least 3^ days prior° to start of this ef-Fart.
The task plan shall be prepared to the requirements of DRI.
Item No. 3.
	
3.2.3	 FOGIER E^ECTRQNICS BRE^lDBQRRL'
The contractor shall perform the fallowing work relative tc^ tte
power electronics.
a. The contractor shall es^b) i sh power switching requi ra-
ments for the power components when driving the mater in each of
4 quadrants as required i rt figures ^ 9 2, and 3 .
	 '
5. TEte contractor shall identify worst case Qperating
	 .
-	 canditiens for the poorer component.
c. The contractor shall ident? f y a^td spe :fry mini « po^^r
cgmganent characteristics req^ir4d far safe'(re)iable) eperatiens
under worst case candz ti ohs
. 
_	
d. use conL^ctas shs^? ev^a,LLiate• the c`arscte^ s:^rs at
sva^? a r^sser campo^nts (t°ss^sistors, etc.) agsi:^t ^^q, -^ad
ehar^tc^e^ s t^cs srd es tab1,.=.shed desi.,^.^ ^a.^s ;^3 ±dect i^ ; those
caae^ ^;^x-^ t'^ rs.t^^s o^ pr-^ saat^ aysitah^.e can^roaer,"^ ar-
equa3. a ar csceed said req^^ents ^ mara^s. ^',:e coot=sc*^.s
sha1.1 evs^uate ccnpauents ^^ ^e ar ^z^ su^n3.ie^. T". - con-
t^etar s:.aL. evaluate t^ ;^,^.r'.'-"..=^.;^shed rover ^'^^rs^g^.ar
(c.i.-^..t^t3,} ham dew? odd 1^y ^^sest^Ya^:se^ under the t^^s o;
Carzt.. ^sct siAS 3-13g^.6) aac3 shct:^.d cansice, the ^sr^r Bch 'L'^...nsistor
='^`-3523
e_ 'fie cgn^ctQr s ^7aT 7 Los` i,.he N1^:^1-^ta^...ishe3 passer
:^aasistar sxtd shs^. prs7c:.,^ saazgtes v^ power CO^pOIIeatS xiy^h
speci^icaticas sdeq'.zate far ^^.:^e establ.j.sfzed =cqui^-meats sad de-
aiga murg^	 '^ contractor shat test these co^poQeats in c^?--
ct^it.^y which dup3.icstes oars t case condition:, e3s dote__-ai ed in
3.2.3.t^. The: contractor sb^3. est^liah power cn^poncnt desigi
marg3.as under •^..hese conriitican:. ^e coat.: actor shall detc..*^ite
those nauc^r trausi:,tor t^araracte^ most critical tc the ident^Vied
avitchix^ requi_-•emcats. Thy cantrwctox 3b.a].1. reco^ac.*ad p^'?er=ed
power txaanistar pas•,.meters far each pacer ssriLchirg apnLicZtian.
^'. '^t:s contractor uhall ^cam^end a preferred aawer a?ca-
trcaj.ca design. ^►e recamruended dcai^;n shs.}..I. 6a submitted to tt^a
P^TtTS^# tac2anic2l^. monitor far rGV^iev atYd expprnva^. Poorer cflmpotzcatu
determined to hey moat pro^niai,•^g f^ts^ 3.2.3.d and 3.2•^•a abut 2^a	 ^










THe contractor sha7T fabricate the approved power electronics 	 ^
design.	 The cnntractor shall candL'ct teStS of the power e]ec-	 •-
tranics against thnse design margins determined to be adequate 	 -
in 3.2.3.e above.	 If, in the judgment of the contractor, it
is trot feasib3e to acftieve adequate design and /ar performance	 ^
margins era the component and system levels, the eantractar shat]
identify and analyze component and/nr design inadequacies and
recatrmend alternate components and/ar design approaches that	 'I
provide adequate design margins.
The cartractar shat] sabmit a task plan far appr gval of the	 -
NASA technical monitor at least 3a days prior to start of tuts
effort_	 The task p] an sisal l he prepared to tfte requirements of
^^t. zt^^^t ^^. 3.
'i^te caatxactar shah s^atit a import om t^xe eve? ^at^,oa,	 —.
test a^ad bread3^r^ar3 pex';'oz^.^ce o^ ^: a pa•.r^r c^cnp^ae^ts.
^ report sl^].^ ce prepared to t'ae ^u^^s^nts o^ DRL
item ^a. 14.
^3.Z.4 ^' -- — Ab(ALY T IEAL RESttLTS	 .^.^"....^""..-^'.._-' _.^..__ ._--	 _^_.._ ._...__^ _ __
The contractor shall provide interim rs^su]ts of aTT analysis
- tasks to the NASA techniea7 atnnitar fln art infarma] basis. 	 She
cnntraGter shall tharcugi^ly dacumQnt alT analyses in a fine]
report_	 ••
^.^ oE^^^^t v^^s^IC^IIaK TF.Si`
3.3. T G^E.4AL
	 '
The contractor sha17 subject t:^e ^►
 i^ desi gtr veri i i c3tiarr
tests in accordance wi i^ h this sectiart to demanstrat^ compli^-
anca witft this Statement of ^1nr^c.
$.3.Z ^CfRi^1I. FO^dER
The enntractar shat T prcvi de tfte e] ectri eaI power far these tes`^s
at a nominal 270 vdc voltage ?_v^l.
	 _
3tl3.3 i>:ST ^FiIFI^Ei'l7'
3.3.3.1 HASA £MA TEST' ^AiiD	 -	 .
The contractor sha1T aril#xe the NRSA E^1,4 test stand to load the
EMA wi tfzi n tote design I imi is of the test stand_
	 The contractor
shalt measrjre the clevis arm disp]acemetit from the neutral (na
Tn^d) position.
3.3,3.2 Di;LTA TEST E^]L^IFhtENT ANA I^VSTRfJ^sEHTATIOK
• The- contractor shat] dete^nnine test equipment and instrumcntatioet
requiret^ents #n additiart to that furnished from NA5 g-14333 wf^ictt
'	 ^ Z^G`^'A^ PAGE I^





are necessary to accomplish the test ah^ectives of this SOW,	 '_
Instrumentation shall include gearbox torque transducers. The
^^	 contractor shall consider the need for position transducers to
measure for Load deflection, temperature sensors, and power 	 i ^
measurement instrumentation. The ctntractor sha11 provide all
acquisition and installation of additiona]ly required test
equipment and instrumentation.
^^^	 .3.3.4	 PERFORMA41Ci+ 7EST5 	 ^
^'tany of the Ei+'►.ai performance requirements given in this section
at'e expressed in terms pf percentage Ievels based on 5a degrees
full-stroke displacement of the output rotary actuatarts? for all
'	 combinations of two motors operating. The displacement levels
are expressed• irs terms of ^ F? (full travel}. iierr+ainafter, 100
FT shall represent the 5a degrees of full-stroke displacement.
The contractor shall evaluate all of the actuator p^rfo rnance ar
design specifications defined in the SOW far ^lAS 9-^a33T as
applicable against the design baseline established in section 3.T .1.
As a minimum, the contractor shall test to or against alI specifi-
cations identified in subsequent paragraphs of this section. Et
is recaattixed that this is a test program and that ail speci-
ficatians represent design goals only. Where specifications
include "all combinations of any ^,vo channels," - detailed test
of any two channels s ubstanti ati ve as. typi caI i s acceptant e:
3.3.4.1	 OOn'l1T STZflKi:
With any single or combinatiact of any two channels operating,
the E^iA snail be capable of positioning the output aver the
entire stroke; i.e., 5^S degrees (+15, -40 degrees}.
3.3.4.2	 OiITP^iT yl;? QCITY
for all combinations cif any two chan;teis operating at na load,
the ^ shall provide maximum open loop (apes post ti on loop only}
velocity of 21 degrees/second . ^! i n^f mum vel aci ty requi rements	 _
under loaded cvnd#bons are specified i tt figure 1.
3.3.4.3	 OUTp^tT TOR^tlE




together in either direction of rotation, shall be capable of
the dynamic response as specified in figure T.
3,3.4.4	 i)ISPLFiE:1:yENT i+It^FARITY
for aT 1 comiai nations of any tiro channels operata ng, di spl acament
linearity. defined as the relationship Between the input position
^	 Command signal and the output position as measured by the output




• For a7T combinations of any twa channels operating at na load,
threshold, defined as the largest sinusoidal input ar^plitude
that may be applied at O.OI Hz without producing output motion,
shall not exceed O.OSA Fl° of the input signal required to achieve
iUOX FT.
3.3.4.6	 P05I1'IflN ^VliLL
Stith the input signal at zero, for all eombinatians of any two
channels operating at na load and the position offset controls
•	 set at zero, the output position of the E^4A measured from its 	 --
newtral pasitioh shall not exceed 0.5^ FT. the position offset
-	 control of ar^y chan gtel shall be capable of displacing the neutral
position of the output c?evil an amount equivalent to }5X FT.
•	 3.3.4.7	 SiYSTERE5I5
Far all combinations of any two channels operating, hysteresis,
defined as the maximum differenc: bet^reen output positions
-	 abtaired when traveling clacfcwise then caunterc?ocirrrise during
a Q.Qi Hz sinusoidal input witi^ an amplitude of 505 Fi, sh^il
oat exceed Q.05: FT.
3.3.4.8	 CA05S^CHAN^^EL '!Et 4CF'i'Y TRACKIHC
The steady-state angular velocity difrerence betwe pri any Iambi-
-	 natior< of motors operating shall not exceed 3: of maximtm motor 	 7
Yea oci ty 5 for any command signal within +she cperati ng range
applied equally to all channels.
3.3.4.9	 FREQUEtZCY RE5PON5c
fie EMAi, for all cor^binations of two channels aperatina, shall
be tested closed Ioap to demanstratP co^^^^,li^nce wi th figure Z.	 -
The input amplitude shall theoretically give +fl.aF Fi at O.I 1#z.	 -
The amplitude ratio, output peak-to•-peak displacement acftieved
divided by l^ FT, expressed in decibels and prase shift, expressed
in degrees, shall fail within the envelope shown in figure 2,
3.3.4. ? 0	 STEP RESPf^NSE
Tests, far a?? combinations of two channels operating, shall be 	 ^^
performed to demonstrate compliance with requirements of figure 3.
•	 i^
`	
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Each brake shall brake a de-energized motor from full speed to
zero speed while holding against that torque required to drive
the maximum Ioad. !Ya electrical power shall be rquired to engage
the brake (brake mater}.
3.3.4.12	 CHATTER AETD INSTABILITY
The Et^A shall operate smeothy without instability excessive
chatter or excessive noise under all conditions specified herein.
Limit cycling for any channel under na Tnad and steady-state
Command conditions shall exceed 0.055 degrees peak-to-peak.
3.3,4.13	 VELOCITY GAIt4 TEST
The cantr^^ctor shall perform tests to determine no-Toad, open
pflsition-Ioap velocity gain characteris wits for each channel
.	 separately and for a1T combinations of any t'rra channels.
3.3.4.14
	
Tt3RQlfE GAIiT TE5 T
The contractor steal T perfarcn tests to deters^i ne open-peel ti on- T aap
'	 torque• gain characteristics for each channel separately and fnr
.	 aT7 combinations or" any two channels.
3.3.5	 T E5T FL^,f^
The contractor sha17 submit a detailed test plan for approval by
the~ RASA technical monitor a t Ieast 30 days prior to the start of
testing, the test plan shall be prepared tQ the requirements of
QRL item nc.g.
4.0	 PROGRAM! REQiTIREMEPI i 5
4.1	 CONFERENCE RE{jUIRE^IENTS
T^ze contracto w stealT support formal reviews. These reviews shall
be chaired by ^^ASA JSC, and the contractor shall prepare and maKe
available to the attendees all documentation necessary to accomplish
the nb^ective of the review. Qne (T} review shall be candUCted at
the Johnson Space Center; two t2} reviews shall fle conducted at
the contractor's facility at Goleta, California.
.	 ^	 4.2	 DOCt1I^ENTI^TIOI^ R£^UIRFMENTS
•;	 The contractor shall furnish all data items identified and described





shall be prepared in accordance with the DRD {data requirements
descriptiar3), t^RSR Form 9, and JSC Farm 2341, attached to the DRL
and referenced on the DRL for each line of data specified thereon.
	 '
inhere practical, the contractor's awn internal documents shall be
utilize! to meet and^or supplement the requirerr^nts specified in
the applicable DRD. Internal documents need not be retyped or
	 ^°^
reprinted prior tQ s^a6^nission.
Rttachment I is a can^pleted DRL with associated DRD's applicable 	 `'
to ti.;s Statement of WorSc4
i
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